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TRANSGREEN

What does TRANSGREEN stand for?
It stands for better connected
Carpathian region with transport
infrastructure that takes nature
conservation into account.
What does it aim for?
It aims to contribute to safer and
environmentally-friendly road and
rail networks in CZ, HU, RO, SK, UA
avoiding severe conflicts.



TRANSGREEN in Figures

 Timing: 1 January 2017 – 30 June 2019, 2.5 years
 10 PPs in 5 European Countries 
 9 ASPs in other 3 countries 
 Lead Partner: WWF Danube Carpathian Programme
 Comms WP Lead:  WWF Romania
 Project budget: ~ 2.5 mil euro



Pilot areas

Beskydy (Czech Rep., Slovakia)

Miskolc – Košice – Uzhgorod 
(Hungary, Slovakia, Ukraine)

Tîrgu Mureş – Iaşi (România)

Arad (Radna) – Deva (România)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just to shortly show you where we will do concrete work on the ground – the location of the 4 pilot areas – you will get to know more in the upcoming presentation by the pilot areas leaders!The colouful lines represent the TENT-T network (Trans-European Network of Transport) . For us important are the blue Rhine-Danube Corridor and the brown-green one showing the Orient/East Mediterranean Corridor.Activities in the pilot area arranged in a way that one benefits from the other in terms of methodologies, tools, etc. 



Stakeholders

 National public authorities
 Regional public authorities
 Sectoral agencies 
 Infrastructure and public 

service providers
 Research institutions, local 

authorities and NGOs



The challenge

Bringing diverse (and sometimes diverging) 
stakeholders at the same table and get 
them to collaborate and work together, 

building on honesty.  



The solution: humor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Including self-irony. Being able to accept how others see you. In this example: how the transport secotor see environmental NGOs



How did we do it?

Assessing baseline perceptions during the 
kick-off meeting with cartoons

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- A caricaturist was invited at the kick of event - The stakeholders have been placed at tables based on their activity domain: they were asked to describe the stereotypes they have regarding all stakeholders in the project (both about themselves and the others) using key-words, both positive and negative.e.g. How does the environment authority see the environment NGOs, researchers…Each table had a moderator who collected these key words and they gave them to the caricaturist who draw the caricatures in the following hours and at the end of the day we already had an exhibition that was exposed there 36 caricatures initially and selected 8 for the final exhibition- It was a humorous manner to tackle negative aspects, bring them into attention and discuss about them 



What happened next?

Capitalizing the outcome for communication 
purpose

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Second role – have original, fresh, eye-catching communication materials that were used in different other contexts. 8 caricatures were selected for this. The exhibition was transformed in a roll-up exhibitions for event that gave the opportunity of the participants to talk about the subject. The roll up solution was found because we wanted to show it at the Conference of the Parties of the Carpathian Convention (COP) which was organized in a heritage building which didn’t allow any intervention on the walls. This also meant we had a more mobile exhibition, easy to use. They were used then in different other events in Budapest – constrain became an opportunity Second – postal cards as give aways – participants at COP could send postal cards home or to your offices. Christmas card



Post cards / Rolls ups

How environmental NGOs see themselves



How the transport sector sees environmental NGOs



How research institutions see environmental authorities



How environmental NGOs see research institutions





Even Christmas Cards



Practice Take away

Good example of integration between 
technical activities and comms activities

Challenges become opportunities

It is ok to think beyond the Visual Identity 
Manual. Collaboration with an artist



Other comms hints

1. Be creative with the pre-defined tools 
(visual identity, website, posters)

2. Keep the international comms team 
together

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. provide a frame within which you can be creative and explore- disadvantage: can seem "restrictive", website has a pre-defined format and CMS+ advantage: makes things easier for you, and it's coherent in terms of project communication but also for the program? possible trap: believing that you can only do what is visible at the first glance (ex. on the CMS just the existing categories, the posters should be exactly as the examples provided by the donor)! revelation: just explore as much as possible. ex. the website can be developed with new pages, or you can give feedback regarding the CMS (the DTP are trying hard to integrate it) ex. be creative in your visuals, and just check with the DTP team (Eloy) about the compliance to the must-haves of the identity. They are very open and very responsive.2. keep the international comms team togetherKeep in mind that people know what you manage to share with them and what they share as a group. In order for them to feel involved and give their best, make them a part of the process: inform them, plan together, consult them, ask for feedback on the materials you prepare.the team has immense resources that the project will benefit from. Starting from know-how and contacts, to other resources eg. best-of photos that you can store in a common project folder that everyone can use



Contact

Thank you!

Mădălina Corciu
Projects Communication Coordinator
WWF Romania 
mcorciu@wwfdcp.ro

www.interreg-danube.eu/transgreen

http://www.interreg-danube.eu/transgreen
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